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A New Frontier in Nuclear Physics
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
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The dynamical nature of nuclear matter
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Nuclear Matter Interactions and structures are 
inextricably mixed up.

Observed properties such as mass and spin 
emerge out of the complex system. 

Ultimate goal Understand how nuclear matter at 
its most fundamental level is made.

To reach goal precisely image quarks and gluons 
and their strong interactions in nuclear matter. 

QCD’s Dyson-Schwinger Equations
The equations of motion of QCD () QCD’s Dyson–Schwinger equations

an infinite tower of coupled integral equations
tractability =) must implement a symmetry preserving truncation

The most important DSE is QCD’s gap equation =) quark propagator

�1
=
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+

ingredients – dressed gluon propagator & dressed quark-gluon vertex

S(p) =
Z(p2)

i/p + M(p2)

S(p) has correct perturbative limit

mass function, M(p2), exhibits
dynamical mass generation

complex conjugate poles
no real mass shell =) confinement

[M. S. Bhagwat et al., Phys. Rev. C 68, 015203 (2003)]
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The Electron-Ion Collider: Frontier accelerator facility in the U.S.
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Luminosity / CME / Kinematic coverage 

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
!19

XXVI International Workshop on DIS and Related Subjects - DIS2018 
Kobe, Japan, April 16-20, 2018

Background - The EIC Facility Concepts

arXiv:1212.1701
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The 12 GeV upgrade of CEBAF at JLab and the COMPASS at CERN will initiate such
studies in predominantly valence quark region. However, these programs will be dramati-
cally extended at the EIC to explore the role of the gluons and sea quarks in determining
the hadron structure and properties. This will resolve crucial questions, such as whether
a substantial “missing” portion of nucleon spin resides in the gluons. By providing high-
energy probes of partons’ transverse momenta, the EIC should also illuminate the role of
their orbital motion contributing to nucleon spin.

The Spin and Flavor Structure of the Nucleon

An intensive and worldwide experimen-
tal program over the past two decades has
shown that the spin of quarks and antiquarks
is only responsible for ⇠ 30% of the pro-
ton spin. Recent RHIC results indicate that
the gluons’ spin contribution in the currently
explored kinematic region is non-zero, but
not yet su�cient to account for the missing
70%. The partons’ total helicity contribu-
tion to the proton spin is very sensitive to
their minimum momentum fraction x acces-
sible by the experiments. With the unique
capability to reach two orders of magnitude

lower in x and to span a wider range of mo-
mentum transferQ than previously achieved,
the EIC would o↵er the most powerful tool
to precisely quantify how the spin of gluons
and that of quarks of various flavors con-
tribute to the protons spin. The EIC would
realize this by colliding longitudinally polar-
ized electrons and nucleons, with both inclu-
sive and semi-inclusive DIS measurements.
In the former, only the scattered electron is
detected, while in the latter, an additional
hadron created in the collisions is to be de-
tected and identified.
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Current polarized DIS data:

CERN DESY JLab SLAC

Current polarized BNL-RHIC pp data:

PHENIX π0 STAR 1-jet
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Figure 1.2: Left: The range in parton momentum fraction x vs. the square of the momentum
transferred by the electron to the proton Q

2 accessible with the EIC in e+p collisions at two
di↵erent center-of-mass energies, compared to existing data. Right: The projected reduction
in the uncertainties of the gluon’s helicity contribution �G vs. the quark helicity contribution
�⌃/2 to the proton spin from the region of parton momentum fractions x > 0.001 that would
be achieved by the EIC for di↵erent center-of-mass energies.

Figure 1.2 (Right) shows the reduction in
uncertainties of the contributions to the nu-
cleon spin from the spin of the gluons, quarks
and antiquarks, evaluated in the x range

from 0.001 to 1.0. This would be achieved by
the EIC in its early operations. In future, the
kinematic range could be further extended
down to x ⇠ 0.0001 reducing significantly
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High
Luminosity

Versatile range of:
• beam energies
• beam polarizations
• beam species (p → U)

World’s first collider of:
• ep: polarized electrons and 

polarized protons/light ions (d, 3He)
• eA: electrons and nuclei

EIC

JLEIC

CEBAF

Proposal by Jefferson Lab

Proposal by Brookhaven Lab

Highest priority for new construction 
for the U.S. Nuclear Physics program



Why an Electron-Ion Collider?
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Understanding of nuclear matter is transformational, 
perhaps in an even more dramatic way than how the 
understanding of the atomic and molecular structure 
of matter led to new frontiers, new sciences and new 
technologies.

Right tool:
• to precisely image quarks and gluons and 

their interactions
• to explore the new QCD frontier of strong 

color fields in nuclei
• to understand how matter at its most 

fundamental level is made. 



Software Initiative for the EIC 
EIC Software Consortium
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Computing Challenges in Nuclear Physics

multi-dimensional challenges
example 3D imaging of quarks and gluons
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multiple channel challenges
example discovery search of gluon-based 
exotic particles (PWA, 1000s of waves)

high statistics in five or more 
dimensions and multiple particles

strongly iterative analysis for reliable, 
model-independent analysis

NP experiments driven by beam intensity, polarization, 
exquisite control of background and systematics



Existing software frameworks for the EIC
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Software Review by EIC Community in November 2017

• EicRoot, Fun4All , GEMC, and the ANL software are actively maintained. 
• The analysis environments for the EIC will be chosen when the EIC experimental 

collaborations will form. 
• Until then, we will examine the requirements for the EIC analysis environment 

and work on the R&D aspects of the EIC analysis environment.

BNL BeAST detector concept: EICroot (FairRoot variant)

BNL ePHENIX detector concept (fun4all)

JLAB JLEIC detector concept (GEMC)

ANL TOPSiDE detector concept (ILC software variant)



EIC Software Consortium
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ESC goals and focus
• continue work on common interfaces (e.g., geometry, file formats, tracking) 
• explore new avenues of software development (e.g., artificial intelligence) 
• reach out to the EIC community

• communicate present status of EIC software
• bring existing EIC software to end users
• produce publicly available consensus-based documents on critical subjects
• provide vision for the future

ESC members
ANL, BNL, JLAB, 
LUND, INFN, SLAC, 
Trieste, W&M

Part of EIC Generic 
Detector R&D 
program

HOW 2019



Common interfaces
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MCEG reconstruction

BeAST container (EICroot)

ePHENIX container (fun4all)

JLEIC container

TOPSiDE container

Advice from ILC effort
• facilitate interoperability

• focus on exchange detector 
designs and data

• get the event data model 
right and keep it open

• pick a detector definition 
which is exchangeable

Norman Graf (SLAC) 
“It’s very difficult to herd cats 
keep physicists from re-inventing 
the wheel and writing new 
software packages.“



EIC User Group
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EIC User Group (EICUG) 
Currently 856 members from 182 institutions from 30 countries.

Physicists around the world are thinking about and are defining the EIC 
science program. 

EICUG Software Working Group 
• simulations of physics processes and 

detector response to enable 
quantitative assessment of 
measurement capabilities and their 
physics impact

• Build on ECC with conveners chosen 
from ESC

http://www.eicug.org/


Computing Vision for the EIC
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“The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers.” 
Richard Hamming (1962)



Computing trends and EIC Computing
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Think out of the box 
• The way analysis is done has been largely shaped by kinds of computing that has been available. 
• Computing begins to grow in very different ways in the future, driven by very different forces than in the past 

(e.g., Exascale Computing Initiative). 
• This is an unique opportunity for Nuclear Physics to think about new possibilities and paradigms that can and 

should arise (e.g., real-time physics analysis).

Future compatibility hardware and software
• Exascale Computing Most powerful future computers will likely be very different from the kind of computers 

currently used in Nuclear Physics.
• This requires a modular design with structures robust against likely changes in computing environment so that 

changes in underlying code can be handled without an entire overhaul of the structure. 

User centered design to enhance scientific productivity
• Engage wider community of physicists, whose primary interest is not computing, in software design to:

• understand the user requirements first and foremost
• make design decisions largely based on user requirements. 

EIC rates
• expected data rates similar to next phase LHCb
• not enormous rates creates opportunity for other initiatives



Future Trends in Nuclear Physics Computing
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Martin Savage (INT) “The next decade will be looked back 
upon as a truly astonishing period in Nuclear Physics and 
in our understanding of fundamental aspects of nature. 
This will be made possible by advances in scientific 
computing and in how the Nuclear Physics community 
organizes and collaborates, and how DOE and NSF 
supports this, to take full advantage of these advances.”

Donald Geesaman (ANL, former NSAC Chair) “It will be 
joint progress of theory and experiment that moves us 
forward, not in one side alone”



Implications of Exascale Computing
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Petascale-capable systems at the beamline
• unprecedented compute-detector integration, extending work at LHCb
• requires fundamentally new and different algorithms
• computing model with machine learning at the trigger level and a compute-

detector integration to deliver analysis-ready data from the DAQ system: 
• responsive calibrations in real time
• real-time event reconstruction
• physics analysis in real time

A similar approach would allow accelerator operations to use real-time simulations 
and artificial intelligence over operational parameters to tune the machine for 
performance. 

Preparing for Exascale Computing 
and Beyond

Past efforts in lattice QCD in collaboration with industry have driven development of new computing paradigms that
benefit large scale computation. These capabilities underpin many important scientific challenges, e.g. studying climate
and heat transport over the Earth.

The EIC will be the facility in the era of high precision QCD and the first Nuclear Physics facility in the era of Exascale
Computing. This will affect the interplay of experiment, simulations, and theory profoundly and result in a new
computing paradigm that can be applied to other fields of science and industry.



Streaming Readout and Real-Time Processing
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Real-Time Processing
Simple feature-building, 
e.g. in FPGAs, required 
to reduce the data rate.*

 1 TB/s 
post zero  

suppression 50 GB/s

*LHCb will move to a triggerless-readout system for LHC Run 3 (2021-2023), and process 5 TB/s 
in real time on the CPU farm.

JINST 8 (2013) P04022

1 MHz

Real-time reconstruction 
for all charged particles 
with pT > 0.5GeV.

F u l l r e a l - t i m e 
reconstruction for all 
particles available to 
select events.

0.7 GB/s (mix of full + partial events)

Data buffered on 
10 PB of disk.

8 GB/s

Real-time calibration 
& alignment.

Heavy use of machine learning: 
V.Gligorov, MW, JINST 8 (2012) P02013.
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Front-End Front End 
data

Front-End Front End 
data

Front-End Front End 
data

Data Processor Analysis 
data

Data Processor 
• assembles the data into events
• outputs data suitable for final analysis 

(Analysis data)

Features (among others)

• ideal for machine learning
• automated calibration and alignment
• real-time reconstruction of events
• event selection and/or labeling into 

analysis streams
• automated anomaly detection
• responsive detectors (conscious 

experiment)
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EIC Software Consortium (ESC)
Software projects for the EIC
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ESC Initiatives 
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Monte Carlo Initiative
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• collaboration with MCnet

• online catalogue of MCEGs

• EICUG documents: 
• MCEG requirements
• MCEG event model

• MCEG R&D:
• containers and tutorials for EIC MCEGs
• library for QED radiative effects

HOW 2019

Example MCEG container
Pythia8 with Jupyter notebook interface 

Visualization of ep collision



Detector Simulation

• collaboration with Geant4 International Collbaboration

• liaison: Makoto Asai (SLAC)

• reach out to EIC Community

• online catalogue of detector simulations

• Detector Simulation R&D

• containers and tutorials for EIC detector simulations

• coordinate input for Geant4 validation based on EIC physics list 
maintained by SLAC Geant4 group
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Hadronic Physics in one slide

Fritiof

Bertini

Precompound

High

Primary
Energy

Model

FTFP_BERT

Low

EIC
• energy range is different from LHC

• validation, tuning and extension 
including test beam studies

Technical forum on EIC as part of 

09/23 – 09/27 Geant4 Collaboration Meeting (JLAB)

coordinate with EIC Detector R&D



Community reference reconstruction

Charge “The EICUG Software Working Group’s initial 
focus will be on simulations of physics processes and 
detector response to enable quantitative assessment of 
measurement capabilities and their physics impact.  
This will be pursued in a manner that is accessible, 
consistent, and reproducible to the EICUG as a whole. 
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Modular reconstruction based on EIC tracking tools 
(ANL, BNL, JLab)

• for interoperability of lab software tools

• for comparing / validating EIC results

• for testing new algorithms 

Based on ESC R&D in FY17 – FY18
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Detector 
geometry

Magnetic field 
maps

Reconstructed 
hits

Reconstructed 
eventsEvent reconstruction toolkit

Implementation started with eJANA project



Summary
Markus Diefenthaler

mdiefent@jlab.org

Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
• precision study of the nucleon and the nucleus at the 

scale of sea quarks and gluons
• extremely broad science program

Computing vision for the EIC
• seamless data processing from DAQ and trigger 

system to  data analysis using artificial intelligence
• integration of DAQ, analysis and theory
• flexible, modular analysis ecosystem

Software Initiatives for the EIC
• EIC Software Consortium

• EICUG Software Working Group
• Website https://eic.gitlab.io

https://eic.gitlab.io/

